
 The route of the Alexandrian grain ship to Bay of Naples: Alexandria—Regium—
Messana—Palinurus pr----Neapolis. And the cheapest journey by sea would take 19 
days. 

 To a trader in Puteoli which is a port city in Bay of Naples; it would be a very busy 
time. As most of the grain ships sail in summer months due to wind situation, they 
would be anxiously waiting for the ships looking for the peculiar sails of the 
Alexandrian grain ships. Further the traders had to secure granary space to store their 
grain. The granaries are public property where private commercial interests are 
encouraged with public provision for food supply. He would have to secure a banker 
for his financial transactions such as: rental agreements for the space of the granary, 
receipts for the grain stored and other financial costs such as transportation. On the 
other hand our trader might be securing his grain store through a loan, in the manner 
of as Gaius Novius Eunus. Nevertheless, our trader would have done all his financial 
transactions in cash. 
We are not certain whether our trader has to secure granary space way before ships 
arrival, where he might have to pay some sort of interest for the space? In spite of the 
costs incurred, grain traders might be wealthy businessmen, taking part in the 
exploitation of the empire. 

 1 measure (modius = 8.73 litres 
            1 litre = 1 kg 
           Therefore, 8.73 litres = 8.73 kg 
           Transportation of grain /by donkey or wagon = 1.9 denarii/kg 
           1 kg = 1.9 denarii 
           8.73 kg = 8.73 x 1.9 = 16.5 denarii= 17 denarii 
          Therefore 1 modius of grain = 17 denarii 
          1 sesterces = ¼ denarii 
          1 modius of grain = 17 x 4= 68 sesterces 

         Annual pay of a Roman legionary = 900 sesterces 
        His monthly pay = 900/12 = 75sesterces 
     Compare the legionaries monthly pay of 75 sesterces with a 1 modius[about 8 kg] of    
     grain at 68 sesterces.                                                                  
      According to Roman military information an average soldier had consumed 1/3 of a tonne               
      of grain, which is 333kg and for a month it is about 28 kg. Our Roman legionary would    
       find it difficult to maintain this amount with his monthly pay.  

       Therefore the grain price in this contract is high. 

 The freed slaves of the emperor become figures of exceptional power and influence. 
Where we had gleaned from the article even wealthy traders do very high financial 
transactions with them. Many of these slaves own their own slaves and some have 
become so powerful even Rome’s grand society people had to bow down to them. 
The freed slave might not be a citizen of Rome, but his connections to the emperor 
would have made him a powerful figure than his social status. Moreover freedmen 
could demand repayment of a loan on demand. Although an imperial freedman in 
some cases do not have a citizenship, he might enjoy power, wealth and a luxurious 
lifestyle than a Roman legionary. 


